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The purpose of this track is to raise challenging issues for general management science
through the study of: the so-called “cooperative” and “mutual” firms. Those are ruled by
democratic governance and have as primary objective to create customer value for their
members and clients.. How can we explain the success and sometimes the industrial
leadership of some of these firms (as, for example, in the banking and in the farming sectors
in diverse countries)?
According to the general theme of IFSAM 2010, this track will be enriched by the
diverse historical and cultural backgrounds of the multiple forms of cooperative and “mutual”
corporations across Europe and other continents, concerning the aims of justice and
sustainability.
This track is focused on the hypothetical causal link between the institutional
peculiarities of “democratic” firms and their level of performance. Concerns are as well
empirical (case studies) as theoretical (what can be the grounds of democratic efficiency) and
methodological (what frameworks of investigation and interpretation ).
Some research questions will be discussed:
-

Is there a countervailing power of cooperative banks ?

-

Is their customer focus different from other enterprises?

-

What is the effective role of members in the cooperative ?

-

How can we qualify the nature and categories of “corporate democracy” among existing
cooperative and mutual firms?

-

Is democratic corporate governance a disadvantage or a success factor when the firm faces
a fast evolving environment ? How may we characterize the quality of governance and the
network advantages?

-

Management and democracy: idiosyncratic isolated experiences or a principle that could
be generalized?

-

Is there a difference in the level of autonomy and responsibilities of managers in
cooperatives compared to commercial organizations (compare equal management
positions)? If this is the case, how does it affect the business?
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